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this article presents a comparative analysis of two of the most popular Java script frameworks for develop-
ment of a mobile application such as ionic 2 and react native. at the very beginning, necessity of having mobile 
applications in modern times was considered. after that, the article explained a way mobile applications are distrib-
uted among their consumers. then the author continues with a general explanation of the main functions of each of 
the frameworks. furthermore, each framework’s features will be discussed. moreover, the way of writing the code 
using each of the tools will be also explained. then we will focus on the debugging process for both ionic 2 and 
React Native; look at the way how to work with styles; we will consider how the precise tool influences the size of 
the final application. Next, frameworks will be compared depending on their popularity. Finally, the conclusion will 
be provided in the form of a list of the main advantages and disadvantages of compared tools.
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the need for mobile data access speeds 
across the company’s business processes. 
mobile coordination of reports or approval of 
vacations is already a must have component 
of the work process in corporations. every 
employee has a mobile device, so the compa-
ny can use these devices without investing in 
them. a large variety of mobile devices must 
be considered when developing a corporate 
mobile application: it should work and have 
the same appearance on all devices. in this ar-
ticle, i will consider the creation of such cor-
porate mobile applications using various Java 
script frameworks.

corporate mobile apps are usually dis-
tributed through the company’s internal app 
stores. this makes it possible to control access 
to applications within the company, as well as 
forcefully install application updates. for the 
development and delivery of corporate mo-
bile applications, an appropriate infrastructure, 
known as the mobile enterprise application 
platform (meap), is required.

for meap, there was conducted an anal-
ysis and a comparison of existing platforms 
and vendors by such leading companies as 
gartner and forrester (gartner magic quad-
rant and forrester wave, respectively). all the 
leaders of these comparisons are considering 
the possibility of creating native and hybrid 
mobile applications. native applications are 
written using specific platform programming 
languages   (swift or objective-c for ios, Java 
for android). hybrid mobile applications are 
written in Javascript using various libraries 
and frameworks.

using Javascript frameworks allows us 
to create new mobile applications using the 
existing front-end development team. for 
the company, this means that the same team 

can perform different tasks – website devel-
opment, mobile application development. 
Therefore,  it  appears  to  be  pretty  beneficial 
for the both sides.

among the leading frameworks, two of 
the most popular frameworks can be identi-
fied: Ionic 2 and React Native. Further, each 
of them is considered separately, and their 
comparison is carried out. the comparison 
was performed only for two operating sys-
tems: ios and android.

ionic framework is designed for creating 
hybrid mobile applications. it includes a set of 
Java script and css components created on 
top of angular 2, sass and apache cordova. 
the history of this sdK begins in 2013, when 
the company drifty co. decided to create its 
own infrastructure for the purpose of writing 
hybrid applications, which was supposed to be 
focused on performance and built using mod-
ern web standards. release ionic 1 was held in 
may 2015. Version 2 was released in 2016. the 
main difference between the second release 
and the first one is the transition from Angular 
1.x to angular 2.x.

at its core, the ionic framework is an 
add-on over the very popular apache cordova 
framework, but with its powerful cli (com-
mand line interface) and extensive documen-
tation. following the principles of apache 
cordova, applications built with the ionic 
framework are hybrid html applications. 
such applications are run in a special shell on 
devices (uiwebView for ios and webView for 
android), which allows you to display html 
and execute Javascript. accordingly, when 
working in the application, the user works as if 
in a web browser [1].

apache cordova is a kind of layer between 
the user interface and device resources. any 
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user interface widgets or mV* (model-View) 
frameworks are not included. if you need to 
use ui widgets and / or mV* framework, then 
you need to select and include them into the 
application yourself, as third-party resources. 
ionic 2 is one of the frameworks that provides 
ui widgets. the angular 2+ framework pro-
vides the mVc model for it.

native phone features (for example, cam-
era, key store, gps coordinates) are not acces-
sible from a web browser. therefore, apache 
cordova plugins are used to work with them. 
In addition to the official plug-ins, there are a 
number of third-party open source plug-ins.

React Native
react native is a Javascript framework de-

veloped by facebook for creating native mo-
bile applications using Javascript. the history 
of react native began in 2013 with facebook’s 
internal hackathon project. react native was 
first  publicly  mentioned  at  React.js  Conf  in 
January 2015, in march 2015 at f8 it was 
announced that react native is available on 
github. the framework is built on top of the 
reactJs library. react native uses Javascript 
api on top of native components. during the 
implementation of an application, developer 
writes Javascript code that works with the na-
tive components of the operating system. that 
is, react native uses the same fundamental 
standard ui blocks as regular ios and android 
applications without using either a browser or 
webView / uiwebView [2].

an application on react native uses a sep-
arate thread to execute javascript on the device. 
this thread interacts directly with native code. 
it is important to mention that native compo-
nents (including user interface elements) are 
different for various operating systems. and, 
accordingly, for each operating system it is 
necessary to create its own “bridges” between 
the Javascript code and these components. a 
number of such components are provided by 
facebook, and there are also many freely avail-
able components developed by the open source 
community.

Ionic 2 vs React Native
both ionic 2 and react native allow you 

to create mobile applications. the fundamen-
tal difference between these frameworks lies in 
the type of mobile application that is created 
using one or another framework. ionic 2 allows 
you to create a hybrid mobile application that 
renders in webView / uiwebView. if you need 
to use the platform api, you will need to use 
additional plugins. react native on the other 

hand allows you to create a native mobile ap-
plication using the fundamental ui building 
blocks (like regular ios and android applica-
tions that are written in the native language 
objective-c / swift and Java, respectively). 
the application on react native uses certain 
templates defined by the platform itself.

Application code
for creating an application on ionic 2, the 

angular 2 framework and apache cordova are 
used. the application can be written in Javas-
cript or any other language that is broadcast in 
Javascript. the most popular typed Js superset 
is typescript, introduced by microsoft in 2012 
and positioned as a web application develop-
ment tool that extends Javascript capabilities, 
and most of the examples in the angular 2 doc-
umentation are implemented in it. [5] angular 
2 implements the dependency injection design 
pattern (software design pattern), which con-
sists of 3 elements:

– injector – provides api access for de-
pendency injection;

– provider – describes how to create a de-
pendency instance, has a marker pointing to 
the factory function that creates the object;

– dependency – the type to which the cre-
ated object belongs.

in addition, angular 2 uses a component 
approach that allows you to separate business 
logic and things related to the ui. in addition, 
the separation is also used at the level of the 
project elements: html, Javascript and css 
are kept in separate files.

in order to start writing an application on 
react native you need to get acquainted with 
reactJs, Jsx. it is also recommended to be 
familiar with redux and ecmascript 2015 to 
speed up development, but knowledge of these 
components is optional.

you can also use flow – this is a static code 
analyzer and a set of syntactic structures to di-
rectly indicate the type of a variable. flow can 
calculate the type of a variable, without making 
changes to the code (unlike typescript), which 
allows you to start using it now in any project. 
it is possible to specify types in the typescript 
style independently.

in the process of writing an application us-
ing react native, you create components that 
are self-sufficient, each component is responsi-
ble for changes in its state. there are stateless 
and stateful components. components that do 
not have a state can pass properties down the 
component structure (props are set by the par-
ent component and are fixed during the entire 
life cycle of the component) [3].
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Debugging process
debugging applications in ionic 2 is stand-

ard for front-end developers. after running the 
application on the emulator / device, it is pos-
sible to debug applications using safari web in-
spector (ios only) or chrome developer tools. 
these tools provide access to html, css, 
and Javascript. during debug, you can quickly 
edit styles, search for nodes in html, execute 
and watch the result of Javascript functions, as 
well as network requests. in addition to run-
ning on a device or an emulator, in the case of 
ionic 2, it is also possible to launch the applica-
tion directly in the browser (ionic serve). this 
can speed up development, and with the help 
of the ionic serve --lab command, it is easier to 
test applications on different screen diagonals 
and platforms.

ionic 2 has the hot reload option. it allows 
you to make changes to the code and see these 
changes on the device / emulator without re-
building. however, it is not always possible to 
use it. due to the fact that application is work-
ing in a web browser when using http requests, 
we encounter a cors problem.

to debug applications on react native, 
it is also possible to use chrome developer 
tools. if development is conducted on apple 
devices, then it is possible to use the safari 
web inspector for an emulator or an ios de-
vice. to view the items, you can select the 
“show inspector” option in the emulator / de-
vice developer menu. at the same time, you 
can see the styles of elements, but changing 
them is possible only in the ide (the method 
for quickly editing styles in developer tools 
does not work here). but using livereload or 
hotreload options within a few seconds, the 
saved changes will be reflected in the emula-
tor / device. in case of global changes made, 
it is better to rebuild the project. also, there 
is the network tab in the developer menu, 
which allows you to track http requests. 
here you can see the type of request, method, 
url, and more. it is kind of unusual if you got 
used to debug in the browser. for debugging, 

you can also use ide for each of the plat-
forms – android studio and xcode, that al-
lows you to inspect in detail all the logs and 
operation of the application (resource con-
sumption, speed, etc.) [4].

Styles
ionic 2 is written html5 code and uses 

the familiar front-end developer sass. there 
are no restrictions on dimensional units, the 
sass preprocessor is used, you can also use 
flex  markup.  I  often  had  to  redefine  Ionic  2 
variables. but sometimes this was not enough, 
it was necessary to study the final html in the 
browser, see what additional elements were 
generated and what styles they had in order to 
understand what and where to redefine or add. 
Also,  a  significant  difference was  in  the  dis-
play of elements on different platforms. what 
looked good on ios devices sometimes broke 
styles on android devices, it was necessary to 
find compromises.

in react native, the creation of styles dif-
fers from the usual for frontend developer. 
here css-detailed syntax is used, which is writ-
ten as a js object. then this object with “styles” 
is transformed into understandable for the plat-
form instructions on the location and coloring 
of elements.

Application size
for both frameworks, there are “empty” 

applications – these are application frame-
works with minimal code. such applications 
are generated using the cli:

– ionic 2: ionic start myapp blank --v2
– react native: react-native init awesome-

project
empty applications were collected in two 

modes:  debug  and  release.  The  first  mode  is 
designed for debugging the application, the 
second – for the direct delivery of ready-made 
applications to end users.

applications on different frameworks have 
different sizes on different platforms. ionic 2 
wins on android, and react native wins on ios.

application builds sizes in different modes

ionic 2 react native
application  

in debug mode
application  

in release mode
application  

in debug mode
application  

in release mode
ios 18.3 mb 17.9 mb 4.8 mb 4.6 mb

android 5.54 mb 4.0 mb 32.38 mb 16.35 mb
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Popularity and activity of the community  
of the frameworks

when comparing the popularity of frame-
works, you need to consider that react native is 
a younger technology. initially, react native had 
support for ios only. android support in react 
native appeared only in august 2015, and the 
ionic framework at that time was developing for 
more than two years (although it had version 1.0) 
and had the support of all popular platforms.

popularity and activity were compared by 
the two most popular resources: stackoverflow 
and github.

for the ionic framework on stackover-
flow,  there  are  about  60,000  results  for  Ionic 
and ionic 2. when considering statistics on the 
github repository, it is important to note that in 
mid-2016, the ionic 2 code migrated to the ion-
ic repository. in the ionic repository, more than 
200 participants made about 6000 commits in 
15 branches with 88 releases. about 700 open 
questions and ~ 9000 closed questions are in 
the repository of the project.

For  React Native  on  stackoverflow,  there 
are about 25,000 results for react-native. sta-
tistics on the github react native repository 
show that this framework is more active than 
ionic 2: over 1200 participants made about 
10,000 commits in 60 branches with 160 re-
leases. the project repository contains ~ 1100 
open questions and ~ 7000 closed.

Conclusions
corporate applications for mobile devices, 

created using Javascript, have occupied their 
niche. the speed of such applications is suf-
ficient compared  to applications written  in na-
tive platform languages. in general, one cannot 
say that some kind of framework is better, and 
some kind is worse. they are just different. the 
choice depends on the tasks, the ultimate goal 
and many other factors. in general, we can rec-
ommend using ionic 2 for rapid development 
of prototypes of mobile applications, and react 
native – for the full development of ready-made 
solutions. below is a list of the advantages and 
disadvantages of each framework, based on our 
impressions of using ionic 2 and react native.

advantages of ionic 2:
– a well-known set of tools – for a frontend 

developer, the set of technologies used is fa-
miliar, it significantly reduces the time to com-
plete the task

– quick start – using the application tem-
plates provided to us by ionic, you can create a 
prototype in a short time to show to the customer 
(we are talking only about the methods of the 

frameworks  described  on  the  official  websites, 
third-party starter Kit were not considered by us)

– “write once, run anywhere” – the written 
application works on all popular platforms, it 
gives cross-platform with minor code changes

disadvantages of ionic 2:
– stylization – changing the default styles 

to bring them in accordance with the layout 
significantly increases the time spent on creat-
ing and testing applications on different plat-
forms and devices

– browser use – longer application load and 
poor responsiveness when the cpu is loaded 
due to using the browser shell to simulate the 
behavior of the components of each platform

– native functions – when a native event 
occurs, the main thread is blocked and control 
is passed to the Javascript code, waiting for its 
instructions, which can lead to unpredictable 
operation of native functions

Benefits of React Native:
– standard native ui blocks – the use of the 

fundamental standard ui blocks, like regular 
ios and android applications, familiar to the 
user from other native applications, facilitates 
user interaction with the application

– non-blocking javascript execution – javas-
cript runs in a separate background thread, inter-
acting with the main thread asynchronously

– styling – the application looks equally 
good on different platforms and devices

– load on the cpu – the tests carried out 
by the application using the cpu and memory 
show better results compared to the ionic 2.

disadvantages of react native:
– the need to work with native code plat-

form – it may be necessary to understand the 
components written in objectivec / swift or Java

– complexity of the start (without experi-
ence with reactJs) – additional time is needed 
for getting to know react, Jsx and a different 
writing approach (components as separate in-
terface units that are responsible for their own 
state and behavior).
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